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I,. INTRODUCTION
This memorandum* contains a description and listings of
computer programs for plotting geographical and political
features of the world or a specified portion of it, for plot-
ting spot-beam coverages from an earth-synchronous satellite
over the computer generated mass, and for plotting polar
perspective views of the earth and earth-station antenna ele-
vation contours for a given satellite location. The programs
have been prepared in connection with a project on Application
of Communication Satellites to Educational Development. This
report is intended to be a continuation of the work earlier
reported by Stagl and Singh.(l)
A data tape was obtained from the Rand Corporation con-
taining a digitized map of the world. Several programs have
been written utilizing this data tape. The first program,
called WORLDMAP, simply plots the tape as a map with axes and
grid lines. The second program, called MINMAP, plots a speci-
fied part of the total map so that larger scale plots of a
small area of interest can be obtained. The program described
in Memorandum 72/3(1) is used as an overlay on these two plots.
This program plots the locus of intersection of quadric cones.
(narrow-beams from satellites) and a sphere (the earth).
A third program utilizing this data tape, called PERSPECT,
plots a polar perspective view of the earth and earth-station
antenna elevation angle contours. This is a view of the earth
as seen from a satellite in the geosynchronous orbit. Using
a plot of this kind, one can make an overlay of the cross-
sectional shape of the desired antenna beam and this overlay
will be valid over the entire plot of the earth. This program
is intended to facilitate determination of the area coverage
by satellite-borne shaped beam antennas.
*The authors wish to acknowledge the assistance of Mr. Neil
Ostrander of the Rand Corporation, Santa Monica in acquiring
the computer tape containing the digitized map of the world.
They also wish to thank Mrs. Emily S. Pearce and Ms. Donna
Barnes for typing the various drafts and the final version
of the manuscript.
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Also included in this memorandum is a modified antenna
coverage program to be used to plot the footprints produced
by the two off-axis S-band ETV feeds on Applications Technology
Satellite-F (ATS-F). This program can also be used as an
overlay for WORLDMAP and MINMAP.
II. DATA TAPE
The point coordinates are stored in strings; latitude,
longitude, latitude, longitude. . . . 0.0, 0.0. The range
in latitude is from -f/2 to n/2 (radian measure), and the
longitude range is from -n to f. The tape is formatted into
24 blocks. The first block contains 23 integers which specify
the number of coordinate pairs in each of the following 23
blocks. Each of the following blocks contain a number of co-
ordinate strings. The strings are of variable length and all
strings end with a (0.0, 0.0) coordinate pair. Political
boundaries are distinguishable from geographical boundaries
in the following way. Signal coordinate pairs appear at the
beginning of groups of strings. If the first coordinate pair
in a string is (4.0, 0.0) then that string and all following
strings are geographical boundaries until a string whose first
coordinate pair is (8.0, 0.0) is encountered. This indicates
that that string and all following strings are political
boundaries until a string whose first coordinate pair is
(4.0,0.0) is encountered.
The original tape obtained from the Rand Corporation was
an 8 track 1600 bpi tape. Since the IBM 360/50 installation
at Washington University Computing Facilities has no facili-
ties for dealing with 1600 bpi tape, the data tape had to be
copied onto an 800 bpi (bits per inch) tape which is kept in
the Washington University Computing Facilities. A card backup




The first program written to plot the data tape, called
WORLDMAP, does not take advantage of the ability to distinguish
between geographical and political boundaries. This is because
the added programming complexity needed to distinguish political
boundaries from geographical boundaries on the Calcomp plotter
is not warranted by the use of the plot.
Basically the program reads the coordinate strings from
the tape and connects the points with straight line segments.
The only problem is that the boundary of Siberia "wraps around"
the end of the map and those strings that "wrap around" must
be broken in order to avoid "retrace" lines across the plot.
This is done by checking consecutive points in a string for a
separation of over 2 radians. If the separation is greater
than 2 radians the points are assumed to "wrap around" the ends
of the map. In this case the string is broken there and plotted.
The remainder of that string is treated as a new string.
The input to the program, FACT, is a magnifying factor
for the map. With an input of FACT =1.0 a map 50 inches by
26 inches will be drawn. Any number greater or less than 1.0
can be used but one should consider the size of the output
plot and the size of the paper available. Figure 1 is a
flowchart of the WORLDMAP program. A listing of the program
is included in Appendix A.
The second program written for this data tape, called
MINMAP, plots only a portion of the total map. The inputs
to the program are the upper and lower limits of the longitude
and latitude and the magnifying factor as for the WORLDMAP
program. For this program, all points of each string are
checked against these limits and either accepted or rejected
depending on whether or not they are within these boundaries.
The size of this plot is somewhat dependent on the input
boundaries. The vertical axis is set at 10 inches. Using
this fact and the upper and lower limits on the latitude, a
scaling factor is calculated. This scaling factor is then
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Figure 1. Flowchart of WORLDMAP Program
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used, along with the upper and lower limits on the longitude,
to calculate the horizontal axis length. As in the WORLDMAP
program, the magnifying factor input can be used to change
the size of the plot.
The computer prints out the values of the first longitude
value on the horizontal axis (FVX), the first value on the
latitude axis (FVY), and the scaling increment (DA) in degrees
per inch. These values will be needed for proper scaling of
the antenna coverage program.
A listing of the program is included in Appendix B.
Figure 2 is a flowchart of the MINMAP program.
IV, ANTENNA COVERAGE PATTERNS USING DATA TAPE
The antenna coverage patterns program of Memorandum 72/3
was modified for use with the WORLDMAP program. The modifi-
cation, called ANTOVLY, includes an elimination of the portion
of the program that scales the coordinates and draws the
axes, as well as a redefinition of the origin and scaling
factor to those of the WORLDMAP program. The modified pro-
gram is listed in Appendix C. When the programs are run,
the map is first plotted. Then the antenna coverage patterns
are plotted over the map. The resultant plot shows explicitly
the areas covered by the antenna beams.
The inputs to the program are the first longitude value
on the horizontal axis, FX, the first latitude value on the
vertical axis, FY, the horizontal scaling increment, DX, and
the vertical scaling increment, DY. The magnifying factor,
FACT, is also input.
When used as an overlay to WORLDMAP, the inputs should
be: FX = -180., FY = -90., DX = 7.2, DY = 6.923, for matching
the size of ANTOVLY plot with the WORLDMAP. The magnifying
factor should be the same as that used when WORLDMAP was run.
A sample of this type of output is shown in Figure 3.
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The ANTOVLY program can also be used with the MINMAP
program. When used in this way, the inputs should be:
FX = FVX (output from MINMAP), FY = FVY (output from MINMAP)
and DX = DY = DA (output from MINMAP). The magnifying
factor should be the same as that used when MINMAP was run.
A sample of this output is shown in Figure 4.
V, POLAR PERSPECTIVE
The third program to use the data tape, called PERSPECT,
was written to provide a view of the earth as seen from a
satellite in an earth-synchronous orbit and to plot earth-
station antenna elevation angle contours. Using a plot of
this kind, one can make an overlay of the cross-sectional
shape of the desired antenna beam and this overlay would be
valid over the entire plot. The angular beam width would be
proportional to the linear scale of the plot.
To realize this type of plot, a projection is first made
onto a sphere centered at the satellite as shown in Figure 5.
The angle of the horizon, RMAX, is first calculated. A co-
ordinate string is then read from the tape and the angle R
is calculated for the first point according to the following
formula:
R = Cos [Sin(LTSS) Sin(YL) + Cos(LTSS) Cos(YL) Cos(XL)]
(1)
where LTSS is the subsatellite latitude, XL and YL are the
longitude relative to the subsatellite longitude and the
latitude, respectively, of the point in questions. If
IRMAX-RI < 300, that is, if the first point of that string
is within 300, of the horizon, then the angle R is calculated
for each point of the string according to equation (1) and it
is checked for visibility. If IRMAX-RI > 30° , that is, if
the first point of that string is greater than 30° from the





















































beyond the horizon then all points of that string are assumed
to be beyond the horizon.
For the points that are visible an angle T is calculated
according to the following formula:
T = Tan- [ Sin(R)] (2)S - Cos(R)
A polar angle about the subsatellite points is calculated
as follows:
U Tan-1Cos(YL) Sin(XL)U = Tan-i[Cos(LTSS) Sin(YL) - Sin(LTSS) Cos(YL) Cos(XL)]
(3)
The Calcomp plotter uses Cartesian coordinates so these
polar co-ordinates must be changed to the plotter coordinates,
XP, YP, as follows:
XP = T.Sin(U)
YP = T.Cos(U) (4)
An additional feature of this program is that it will
draw the contours of constant elevation on the plot for any
set of input elevations.
The only inputs necessary for this program other than
the data tape are the subsatellite longitude and latitude,
the magnifying factor and the set of elevations for the con-
stant elevation contours. Figure 6 shows a plot of this type
with 70° , 450 and 50 elevation contours. Figure 7 is a
flowchart of the program.
The program can handle any number of cases in one run.
The only limitation is the amount of CPU time specified on
the job card. On the IBM 360/50 system a single case takes
approximately 45 to 55 seconds, depending on subsatellite
location and number of elevation contours to be drawn.




Figure 6. A Polar Perspective of the Earth-From A
Satellite at 1200 W Longitude and Earth-
Station Antenna Elevation Contours.
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Figure 7. Flowchart for the Polar PERSPECT.ive.Program.
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VI. FOOTPRINTS OF ATS-F S-BAND ETV OFF-AXIS DUAL FEEDS
NASA's Applications Technology Satellite-F (ATS-F),
scheduled for launch in April, 1974, is going to test the
feasibility of the direct delivery of ETV signals to low
cost terminals in the newly allocated 2500-2690 MHz band
in Alaska, Appalachian region, and the Rocky Mountain States.
The antenna coverage program, described earlier in Section
IV, has been modified to plot the S-Band footprints produced
by the ATS-F spacecraft.
The basic ATS-F spacecraft includes a prime focus feed
complex having crossed-feed elements.(2) The two ETV beams
are generated by the 30 foot dish onboard the spacecraft from
feeds which tie on the satellite North-South axis. Neither
feed lies on the antenna boresight, the separation between
the boresight and the nearest feed being about 0.7 degree
and the beam separation being 1 degree. Since the beamwidth
is also approximately one degree, the total coverage at any
one time consists of two footprints lying in approximately
a North-South relationship, the exact arrangement depending
upon the subsatellite point and the boresight location.
These factors have been programmed into the antenna
coverage program described in Section IV. The inputs to
the ATS-F S-Band ETV dual-feed coverage program (ATSFS) are
the subsatellite and boresight locations, beamwidth dimen-
sions and the plotting parameters. The plotting parameters
are FX, FY, DX, DY and FACT, all of which are described above.
The modified coverage program can be used to plot foot-
prints either over the WORLDMAP or the MINMAP. Figure 8
shows the footprints with a subsatellite location of 94°West
and boresight pointed towards 81°West and 370 North. A
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C IMNSICN CCCC ( C24),IBUFl 1CO),PLTX( 14 ),FLTY(C14),N(23)
C/4LL PLO'T1( IBUF, 1.) )















CILL XIS (C.,., 'LCNG[TUIrE ',-rt50., C.,FXDX)
CALL AXiS(C.C,O.O, 'LATITUrt.' ,8,26.,QO.,FYDY)
LkLL ]XIS(C.0,2z'., 'LCNIlTCO[E't9,gS0.,C.,FX,PX)
L LL 'X I S ( ;O. , C .,' L6 TITUDPj t -3 ,26. tO. ,FY n)¥
H4aC(3) N
K; =




I F (CCR (2*L-1 ) . C . 4.0)L=L+ 
3' PLT (I)=CCCRO(2*L)
PLT (I )=CCCRO(2*L-1)
C CiLCCK FaR ENrD CF STRINC-
IF(FLTX(I).EQ.0. .ArN. PLT Y I . EQ.C .0)GG Tc 47
IF(I.LT.2)GC TC 31
C,-LCK FCR -18C TC +18C FPAP APCLNC
IESI=A9S(PLTX(I)-PLTXII-1))
IF(IEST.C-T.2.)GG O TC 27
31 L-L+1
GC IC. 37





C 0ltA STkRING 'OF FCINTS




IF(K.NE.12) GG TF 5










C UAh STRINC CF FCINTS
CALL LIK(N PL XPLTXPLTYNPTS, 1,t C)
GC TO 15
SJ CALL PLOT(O.,O.,-')
C C',A GqIC LINES
UC 45 J=1,25
X=FLOAT (2*J-1
NRE =J- (J/ 2)*2









NREN=J- (J/2 ) *2













D["ENS [GN IBUF ( 1OCC) ,CC(lRD( 1024) ,N(2) ,XF (5 14 ) ,P 14)
CiLL PLCIS(IBUF,100C)
CALL PLCT(0.,-29.5,-? )





LCCh iT3 3.1412 c26535/lco.




F VX = L lL¥=YLL
CP= ( LL-YLL)/10.
* hFITt(6,2OC) FVX,F'Y,C ,FACT
'CO FCRK AT(iX,'FVX=',FlC.4,4X,'F~Y=',F1O.4,4X,'CA=',F10.4,




CALL A XIS (C.,C., 'LChGI TIJDE ',-5 ,XAXL,C. ,FVX [CA)
CALL A)I S(C. ,C., 'LATITU'[E ',P,YAXL,9gC. ,F\V,DP)
CLALL 4XIS( C. ,YiXL, 'LCNCITbDE',9t,XXL,C.,FVX,rCA)






DC IC K 1 ,23






C ChtLC FLCR FN CF STPING
IF(IP(\P).EC.O..AND.YF(NP).EC.O.)GC TC 12

































C CLt.K FCR LND CF STRING
IF(X.EQ.C..ANC.Y.EC.C.)GC TO 14







lu IF([L.LT.N(K))GO TC 17
1 CCNTINUE















C 4NTCVLV ANTOVLY Program -1-
C
INPLlCIT REAL ( A-Z)
R:AL*8 CSiNtDCCS,DSCRT,C6RSIN ,DARCCStCATAN




INTcGLE*4 CIGITlO)/'l','2','3e,'4', '5''6 ' ,'7',' ,1'67rS 9',ln/







CATA PI/3.14159255EC57? C0O/,RE/3.(C[3/,C TSl/2.626n4/
N =C








ChK=: 81.3*CC (\ NT
.H;AC(5,90C,END=1000) NPLT
SCJ FCR V T( I )
DC 33 NPL=1,NPLT
i RC4)(5,5CC,END=550)CLChSS,OLCNCT' ,rLATC T,CINCR,DCELT







uOu FCR 'AT(//'lOATA SET'N. ', I2/4X,'SUP SAT LONG ='IF9.3/
4L ', CR SCHT LCNG =',F9.3/4X,'PCR SGC-T LtT =1,F9.3/
4Xt ],']CLi TICh N F.9:F.3/4X, IN B CIAlTHt',5Xt'=l,Fg.3/
J X 1 v x 3 Bh DOTH' 5X I =', F9.3/4X ,'CR9I ENTATICN = ,F . )




-DEL I=CCELT*CCN T 
6el=bWlA*CCNVTR/2.0
._2=bW2A*CCNVTR/2.0
T- E A=THETA 1*CC T R
C CHEtCK FCR O8RESIGFT LCCATICK IN /ANCE CF SATFLLITE
AL=CAPCCS (DCCS (LCNCTP )*CCCS (I.ATCTR+DFLT ) )
IF1AL.LE.CH-K)GC TC 271
2J hRITt(6,40C)
'stJ FCERiN.T(lHO ,'BCRESICFT LCCATICN IS NCT IN RAhGE CF SATFLLITF.'/)
GC TO I
C CuiPlTE VECTCR FRCM SATELLITE TC PORESIGkT LCCATICN









OJ. FCRNAT(4X, ' ELEnATICh' ,6X,'=',FS.3)
GENCM= SRT (RSX**2 +RP Y**2
P ITCH=CAPSIN (RS X/0ENCM)





D' C ;2 K=1.L
NCB=NC.+1
LC3=L-KI 



















C CJMPLTE N-TH fM VECTCR FPCt SATELLITE TO LCCLS CN FtRTF






BN=CARCOS(MhN/CSCRT(NX**2+NY** 2+4 NZ**2 ))
IF(EN.ST.BK)GC TC 3C
CN=PI-CARSIN(DSIN(RN )*ITST/RE
UN=P I- (N+CN 
MNL=DSCRT( RE*42+CI ST**2-2.*RF*T ST*ECfC [EN) )
LENCi, =I:SGRT (MNF X**2+NPFY**2 )
PF1 CHN=,:AKS INC (MNPX/CFNCM)
RCLLN=IAIAN (MNFZ/DENCM)
C CJMFLIE N-TH VECTnR FPCR CFNTER rF E~RTH TC LOCUS
REI= MNL CCC S ( RCLLN )*OS IN (PITC-N)
REJ=IJIST*CCCS(CELT)-MnL*CCCCSR(PLIlN)*DCCSPITCFN)
R-K :=NL*CS N RCLLN )- r ST*S ' N nLT L)
GC Ti 40
C IF N-TH I VEC1CR OCf-S NI(T INTERSECT FARTF CC£PLTE VFCT(IR





EI-.=E*PCCS (E) 0S (TAUJN)
PEJ=KR*(-CCCS(CLLTI*CSTN(I M)-FSTN(UELT)*ECOS(P)*C£CCS('TiUN))
REK=hE* (-CS [ N( C ELT )*DS I! (BM )+CCCS (DELT),CO S( )*CCCS (TAUN))
4J CEN=USGRT (PEI*2+R+EJ**2)
C Cu,4PLTt! LCNrITLCE 4NU LITlTUnfE CCCPCINAT.S
LPT(iCT)=SNCL(DIATAN(RFK/CEN)/CCNVTR)
1, LC ( ICT) =ShC-L( CAPS IN(RFI/CEN)/CCNVTR+CLLCSS)
WR TL (61.C() L ( LC!%) ,.1PIPH1 ,l LPH2
iCJ FC!lAT(1H-,3X,'AT ',F4.1,' re LEVEL:'/4N,'MAX RMhCT'-= ',F5.2/
i 4WX,' 9n RP0DTF= tF5.2//
L Y5X,'LCNGITUrUDE' 7XTLAT!TULi//X, I(CECREES',X,(CEGRFES)'
3 /)
DC 80 I=ItNSTEFS
PRITE(6,20C) LCN( I ),LAT )
·CJ FC.MT([1H ,4XF9.3,6X,F9.3)
iFlLCN(I).LT.-18C.) LCN( l)=360.+tlCN([)








CALL SYP8CL(XCI ,YCT,O.14,ISY?(k),C.,-1 )
C 'PLGI CUCRCIIAIES CF L(CLS
I = 1
50 IP= 

























































C RLAC SUeSATELLITL CCCRDINATES

















. CCS =S IND* INLT CC SCSCCSLT*CCSLN
R=4RCGS(COSP)
OIF=RNAX-R
C IS FIRST PCINT IN STRING WITFIN 30 CECREEFS CF HCPIZCN?
IF(4S(CIF).LT..5235§e8)GC TO 20
C FIRST PCINT >30 tECRELES FRCM FCRIZCN..





C FIRST FCINT <3C CEC-RFES FRCM F'-CPZCN...
C. ... CHECK EACh FCINT FCP VISIPILITY.
2J IF(CIF.GT.C.)GG TO 70
C NCT VISIBLE...ChEtC NEXT PCINT
L=L+1




















































CALL S~tBCL(o. ,. .28,3,C.,-1)












:) YP(J) =ANG1*S'IN(BTA )
Appendix D
PERSPECT Program -3-
X P ( J + 1 F V
XP(J+2)=D:O




CALL NhUBER (0. YN.21 ,EL(K),0.,-1)
Su CCNlINLJ
CALL SY¥BCL(-I.33t-10.,.21,'LCNGITUfP.E =',O.,11)
CALL NBL_.R{ SSS.t c,G;.,.21,LKSS, C.a?)
CALL SYMGCL(-1.33,-10.35t.21,'LATITUDE ,. - ='t11)
CALL NLMitR (Sf9.v9$S..,.21,LI'SO..,3)


















CRT eCBS/oe1.2 .5 e5. , 1.571S3.5,1C /
DOA RBWS/o 18t.26 o4to56t.71.tI1*27,1.7/
















600 FORMATI//'IDATA SET NO. ',I2/4X,'SUB SAT LONG =',F9.3/
1 4Xt°BOR SGHT LCNG =',F9.3/4X,'eOR SGCT LAT =',F9.3/
2 4X, OECLINATION =',F9.3/4X,'MIN PMNCTH',5X,='=,F9.3/
3 4We' MAX BMhDTH',5X,'=',F9.3/4X,'ORIENTATICN 'F9.3)











400 FCRMATt1HOQBORESIGHT LOCATION IS NOT IN RANGE OF SATELLITE.I/)
GO IC 1





















































C COMPLTE N-TH VECTOR FRCM CENTER OF EARTH TC LOCUS
REI=MNtL*CCCS( RCLLN)*OSIN(PITCHN)
REJ=DIST*DCOS(DELT)-MNL*OCOS (RCLLN)*COS(P I TCHN )
REK='w NL*OsIN(RLLN)-DIST*DOSIN(EL1)
GC TC 40
C_ IF N-TH M VECTCR DOES NOT INTERSECT EARTF COCPUTE VECTOR




REJ=RE*(-OCOS (ELT)*DSINIBM)-S IN(DELT)*CCOS BM)*CCS (TAUN )
REK=RE*(-OSIN(DELT)*OSIN(BM)*CCOS (ELT)*CCOS(BM)*CCOS(TAUN))
40 DEN=DSCRT(REI**2+REJ**2)
C COMPLTE LCNGITUDE AND LATITUDE COORCIATES































1. FX, FY, FY, DY
2. Magnification Factor
3. Number of beams
4. SS long, BS long, BS lat,
Circumference increment,
Declination
5. Orientation, BW1, BW2,
# of DB levels
6. DB levels
repeat 4,5 &6 for each beam
2. MINMAP
1. Magnification Factor





2. SS long, SS lat
3. # of constant elevation
contours
4. Const. elev. contours
repeat 2,3 &4 for each case
5. ATSFS
1. Magnification Factor
2. SS long, BS long, BS lat,
Circumference increment,
Declination
3. BW1, BW2
4F10.3
F10.3
Il
5F9.3
3F9.3, I2
nF7.3
F10.3
4F10.3
F10.3
F10.3
F10.3
I1
nF5.3
F10.3
5F9.3
2F9.3
